Graduate School’s Code of Conduct for Engaging with Online Discussion Forum

The College has recently launched the Imperial Values, which provide a framework for the way in which members of the community should interact with each other and how we should behave. The Graduate School fully embraces the Imperial Values and we ask that students participating in our courses do the same.

Our online forum/discussion boards should be a welcoming and supporting environment for all who wish to contribute. By participating in online discussion, we expect students to:

- Be welcoming
- Use inclusive language
- Be respectful and courteous
- Avoid the use of personal details (e.g. telephone numbers)

Any comments which cause offence, seek to intimidate or that cause discomfort will not be tolerated. Any inappropriate comments can be reported to the Graduate School’s senior management by sending an email to the Director and Deputy Directors of the Graduate School as follows:

Director of the Graduate School: Professor Yun Xu (yun.xu@imperial.ac.uk)

Deputy Directors of the Graduate School:
Professor Laki Buluwela (l.buluwela@imperial.ac.uk)
Professor Peter Allison (p.a.allison@imperial.ac.uk).